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Hidden valley road family



I'm on a continental flight from the SFO to Newark. I'm looking around. No one's flying. There were supposed to be 23 passengers on this plane. We finished with 10. I wanted and got upgraded to first class for good reason. Just before takeoff, one of the flight attendants asked me if I was considering
whether passengers should move the entire aircraft load to first class. There's 10 people sitting with me in 12 seats out front. Coach is completely empty. One of the flight attendants has reviewed passenger traffic statistics on this flight over the past few days. Yesterday was the lowest day, but it's been
the same story all week. Between 30 and 50 people were able to book. About half of them are coming. Until 9/11, uninterrupted air travel was eye-catching, fun and downright addictive. It was a way to be watched on the business scene all over the United States, with bonus frequent flyer mili and being
repeatedly honored with first-class upgrades. It's a different world now. So what will the busiest business travelers do about it? It seems surprising, there will be a few stoics that they try to shrug off the terrible kidnapping and crashes of 9/11 as if they had never happened. Expect these people to continue
to fly as energetically as ever. Others can see air travel with such horror that they restrict them from flying for a long time. But for most road warriors, it's time to find a compromise that feels right. This means rethinking old travel habits and paring back on some trips that are only worth it - even before this
month's disasters. Wait for an increase in video conferencing, long distance phone calls, emails, and other indirect communications. But there are plenty when being in person is the only way to get the job right. And in such cases, we are waiting to see those who get back on the plane on business travel.
They may not be as jubilant as they are or boast about their premier or platinum status in airline mileage programs. They'll come back, though. Denver, for example, J.D. Kleinke is a very successful consulting firm, the Health Strategies Network, which has set it up by traveling to work with clients across
the country. As a constant business traveler for the past 12 years, he says, I expect my brothers and I to fit in. But the end of discounted fares is braced for anxiety and privacy for fewer airlines offering fewer flight options and a general tone. Airline executives are telling people to rethink their long-term
ideas about air travel. Tighter airport security will mean longer lines and the end of carefree days to the airport 10 minutes before departure time, still waiting to fly. Curbside check-in is a thing of the past. And airlines may be much less willing to pamper passengers who want to hastily re-run their itineries
at the departure gate. Especially for short-haul flights — for example, — Newly implemented safety rules can have a lasting impact on the lure of flying. United Airlines chairman and CEO Jim Goodwin indirectly agreed to more than 1 million enrollments in his carrier frequent flyer program in an email last
week. In him, he said, The travel as we know it will change dramatically. He announced the new security rules and asked for the patience and understanding of his customers. Visit any of the busiest airports in the U.S. this week and you can't stop you from being hit by three things. First, airports look like
ghost towns. The meters are off. The passenger lines are too small, if any. Even the car parks are so lightly used that all good places are still available. I chat with check-in agents and flight crews and soon they start talking about safety concerns. But their most immediate concern is this: Will I still have a
job in two weeks? Will this industry survive? This company? They're not painful, and they're not hostile. They're trying to get their job right. But suddenly they were very impressed by the feeling that everyone stopped flying, that there was no clear sense of when things would go ahead, and that each
airline could be just steps away from possible bankruptcy. A check-in officer told me: Tell your friends to come back and fly again. We need you. The extra security forces came in a big way. San Francisco International Airport has customs officers with handguns tied around their waists. There are U.S.
Marshals wearing different olive T-shirts, having lunch at the noodle shop. Even San Francisco city cops, cycling so you can quickly travel up and down the long corridors leading to the departure gates. Security is a big problem. When they join the airline, crews are trained in how to deal with hijackers.
They said they haven't had a refresher course in the last 10 days. They want to know more. Now they want to know what's different. (Should you fight at all costs?) They are concerned that a lot of internal security is designed for a different period - for example, they have plastic clamps to suppress out-of-
control passengers, but handcuffs should be locked and locked in a closet. This is good for Mr Tipsy - but not much use for the 9/11 script. The commotion and excitement are missing the usual airport atmosphere. Frisky kids don't get away from their parents anymore. Workers at security checkpoints don't
breeze with their colleagues. Late on, passengers don't run down the aisles. Everyone steps in cautiously and discreetly, watching other passengers and knowing that they are being watched, as they are. How long this lasts is anyone's guess. Companies like Hewlett-Packard, Gillette and Washington
Mutual of Seattle have told employees to think twice about business trips and only take the trips necessary for corporate work. Several companies said It's not traveling at all right now. Historically, fears of terrorism have led to a sharp and brief decline in airline passenger traffic. After the most alarming
headlines came down, the seats began to fill up within a few months. This time, however, casualties - and conditions - have been much more shocking than any earlier attack on air travel. I'm not keen on flying right now, and I'm glad my activities don't require it, says Jim Friedlich, a media purchasing
expert at Zelnick Media in New York. In the past years, in pursuit of deals, he traveled the world. Now, he says, he's happy to do his job from a fixed base in New York. On eBay this week, a Michigan resident was listed for 1,000 frequent flyer miles on American Airlines. If you need additional quantities,
let me know, the seller wrote. I have so much, but I'm afraid to fly. Within two days of this listing announcement, the seller had already attracted 13 offers, including a top offer of $20.50 - two cents a mile more than such certificates usually bring. George Anders (ganders@fastcompany.com) is senior
editor of Fast Company. This was no ordinary trip. Last year, Rye Bibas embarked on a real summer adventure in which family-mother John and Yvonne, plus children Cameron (12) and Ty (10)-they discovered the American West on a 25-metre RV ship sixteen days, 2,052 miles, and after five national
parks, they discovered all the joys they could bring to a four-wheel holiday. Were there bumps on the road? A few, but they had a match for exciting walks, comfortable camping fires and sweet surprises along the way. To find out what life on these big platforms really is like, take a look inside an excerpt
from the travel diary. We flew to Arizona and spent the night in Mesa. We were arranged to get our RV on cruise America rental site 1pm.m. the next day, but when we arrived, it still needed to be cleaned, so there was plenty of time to watch the video with rving instructions. When he was ready, we
climbed on board and the boys were very quick to control all their corners and wrinkles. They thought the small kitchen was cool, but were excited about the roof bed on the front two seats! First stop: Walmart, to get supplies. Then we set off for Sedona, booked a room in a hotel there to separate a long
way to our first park. We arrived at Enchantment Resort at 8:30 a.m. and after a morning of RV park- Yvonne Sedona, Arizona, Zion National Park, Utah mountain biking (Yvonne), watercolors (Cameron) and croquettes (Ty and Ben), it's time to press on Zion, which we planned to meet Yvonne's brother
and family. The roads were narrow, but now I'm comfortable behind the wheel. Driving this 20-foot box and being in town wasn't like this for the first hour. Mesa didn't help. I'm not sure I exactly made myself like my other drivers (unless short horn explosions show signs of approval?). Today's journey was
our first real glimpse of the incredible and open splendor of the West. Above were crystal blue skies and giant fluffy clouds, but miles ago, we could see coal grey clouds raining! It was like we were looking for a storm. Eventually our roads collided and we had to slow down to manage the absolute deluge.
Finally, Zion! We arrived after dark-certainly had the added benefit of empty roads. —John RELATED: Stress-Free Family Travel Guide I slept in the attic above the driver's seat and woke up late-and hungry. We tried to make pancakes on the caravansera, but they kept sticking to the pan. Then we went
for a walk in the Narrows. I wore water shoes because we were walking in the water in the river. But it was fun to fight the current on the way up and then ride on the way down! We went to dinner and on the way home, Ty, my cousins, and I played the cup game around the RV table (fun, but really easy to
lose dice). When we got to the campsite, Ty cleaned the floor of the trailer. I went to bed because I was so tired. —Cameron Zion National Park Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah I woke up to 6 a.m a. After Christmas, I was as tired as Santa Claus. We're set to go to Angels Landing. It was a six-mile trip,
and it was really hard. I wasn't wearing my walking shoes and there was some sand on the way up, so it was harder to climb, but luckily there is a chain inside the rock. Getting to the top really made me proud! Then we went to Ruby's Inn RV Park &amp; Campsite in Bryce Canyon and had a nice
barbecue. -Ty Bryce Canyon National Park, Utah National Parks do not have many of the most camping facilities. Where we stayed in Zion there was no shower, just toilets and no water connection (electricity only). Luckily there is a shower in the caravan, but it is small and you can heat underwater
gallons without just one hook at a time. Still, we managed to get four quick one. Ruby's Inn, just outside Bryce Canyon, is the opposite! The campsite features a pool, laundry, shower and a full connection. Overall, we find the caravan spacious enough for our family of four. But there is not enough storage
space for our belongings, so we leave most of our clothes in our suitcases. We took the shuttle to the park today so we could leave our trailer at the campsite. We hiked the Navajo Loop/Queens Garden Trail, which takes you to an amphitheatre and incredible red rock formations. We had a fire that night
just outside the trailer. -Yvonne Bryce Canyon National Park in Moab, Utah Today was our canyon riding day, but we woke up rain! she was cleared in time to ride and see the beautiful scene. Hank, our authentic cowboy guide, was great and made a very memorable way to end our Bryce stay. On our
way to Moab, we stopped on giant clay protrusions right next to the road. There must have been six or seven in a row. Each was 75 meters high, separating each plateau of rooms and valleys to roam flat. We played frisbee from plateau to plateau! One bad shot (and the next hard take) game ended and
we were on our way. We made it to Moab and it was as hot as Hades! The Canyonlands RV Resort &amp; Campground we booked was disappointing— just basically a car park off the main road! We ate and then shuffled to bed under the roar of air conditioning which was absolutely necessary. (Dengue,
it was hot!) -John Dead Horse Point State Park, Moab, Utah We drove Dead Horse Point State Park RV. When we went out, we went to the visitor center to look around. Mom and Dad signed us up for a little ranger program. It wasn't a problem. We finished and got a plastic badge and swore to look at the
parks. Then we went back to the trailer. We walked to the waterfall and jumped from the rocks into the water! We also saw a hummingbird nest. Then we went to Arches National Park to catch the sunset and sat on a rock to eat our chicken and guacamole meal. He was running late, so we went back to
the campsite and went straight to bed. We went paddleboarding on the Cameron Colorado River. After our instructor taught us the basics, we went into the water and went against a lot of currents. I got scared the first time, but after that, they were fun. Sometimes you didn't even have to row. We stopped
to climb the rocks and found a dead bat. I like them all. In the evening, we took a trip to the Hummer to see the sunset. We went up the rocks. We took a picture or something. For a 10-year-old, I don't like it. But then I like Hawaii's icecut! -Ty Moab Lake Powell, Utah We decided to go for an early morning
walk to see the Delicate Arch sunrise in Arches National Park. It's 4:00 to be on time.m!!! The kids kept sleeping until we arrived at 5:00. (There were trillions of stars.) We took an hour's walk to delicate Kemer, in the dark, with flashlights. It wasn't easy, because the road was rocky and we got a little lost.
But we finally did it in time for a spectacular sunrise. After a short swim at the campsite, we began our way to Lake Powell. One drawback of driving in a caravan is that you always have to make sure that when you are back on the move everything will start safely or far away or flying around things! So far,
we've done a pretty good job with the grocery store despite the hassle of doing it even for fast runs. We stopped at various points along the way, including a small detour on Ty's bucket list: Four Corners, colorado, Utah, Mexico and Arizona are coming together. We finally arrived at the Wahweap RV
&amp; Campground on Lake Powell around 6:30 a.m. Yvonne, we got to Lake Powell last night, passed by the darkness, so it wasn't until the morning that His Majesty showed up. Your name is! Beautiful scenery combined with a magnificent lake. The Utah/Arizona border is a five-minute walk from our
campsite, and each state is in a different time zone! Today he made use of this man-made curiosity by renting a 19-meter powerboat with a giant inflatable sun lounger for water skiing and tube. Quite wild, no captain's license or experience required. It's a BLAST! We all skied and scubaged up a storm
(literally, it blew up for about 30 minutes) and mixed with exploring the coastline, finding cool places to jump off the rocks and exploring a descayed beach, where we had a picnic lunch. We got the boat back at closing time. Not a second earlier! John, I woke up not knowing .m 7 a.m was actually 6 a.s.
Everyone ran because we thought we were late. But when my mom went to my uncle's trailer to see if they were ready, she told him it was an hour ago. Wow! We drove 30 minutes to Antelope Canyon. We had to wait in a long line but finally ran into our guide. It was a short walk down the canyon. The
guides helped us take fun photos at the bottom. Then, we were so hot we wanted to get back on the boat, but it was all rented out. We went to the beach instead. Then we went home. While my mother was cooking, the smoke detector exploded again! This happens when you're cooking mushrooms on
every sobay. -Cameron Lake Powell Grand Canyon National Park, North Rim, Arizona Morning, we went for a walk and swim in the lake before driving the grand canyon. When we got there, there was a bonfire, my mother and uncle were playing guitar. Three women came and said, can we join you,
because we have bongos? We let them in, and they were hilarious. So I played bongos, and one of the women was making cool animal noises. -Ty Was refreshing to wake up with a cold in the air, after persistent temperatures of about 100°F at Lake Powell in Grand Canyon, North Rim, Arizona. North
Rim Campground is beautiful. I love it! Since we all loved it-and-since the South Rim drive was three and a half hours -we were thinking of staying on the ground. One of the women we met last night offered us one of their five sites (they were in a big group), so we cancelled our South Rim reservation.
We went for a scenic stroll to cape royal. We took a short, paved walk that tore us to pieces! We also met someone who said the South Coast was much more impressive. When we got back to the registration office, luckily our places were still available, so everyone was happy. We walked to the edge of
lodge Canyon for dinner and then decided to play a campfire and guitar. One of the women from last night came and asked. he wanted to join his group. There was a big bonfire. The night ended with us all listening and laughing at this crazy song about TOAST! -Yvonne North Rim South Rim, Grand
Canyon, Arizona Up is nice and early. Yvonne and I glided down a small rock ledge just outside the campsite. It drifted about 40 feet into the canyon and was probably 1,000 feet high. It was so beautiful and peaceful, especially so early. Yvonne drew the incredible view while teasing coffee on a small
camp stove I brought. It was heaven! We went to drain our wastewater before we went to the South Shore. We approached an old couple's trailer. The man was grumbling because the toilet water tank had spilled on the floor. When our trailer jumped in the back of Yuck, he was trying to hose down the
mess! After that pleasant experience, we were off. Crazy, amazing views, and before we knew it, we were on the South Coast. We were made in time for a pretty nice sunset and had a good eye around, but overall I felt a bit too touristy and busy for us. That night, the kids fried marshmallows, but it was
actually more about charring and burning than eating them. Before bedtime, the whole campsite smelled of burnt sugar. As they say, sweet dreams! —John RELATED: Fun by Firelight: Campfire Food and Games was the last time I woke up in South Rim Sedona, Arizona, AGAIN. We were back on the
road for two seconds after breakfast. We took a walk called the Bright Angel Trail. Unfair! We went back to the trailer and went a long way to Slide Rock State Park. We could't wait to get there because the back of the trailer was so hot. The water was cold, but still the super-duper fun was sliding down
smooth slippery rocks. Then he went back to Enchantment Resort. When Cameron woke up, mom and dad went mountain biking, so it was just me and my sister. First we had a bubble bath at the hotel. Then, he played croquet and I saw a beautiful butterfly. Then we went to the pool for an hour! After
mom and dad arrived, we had breakfast, swam again and set out to give the caravan back. He looked at the trailer, but there were no scratches. There was another couple who did the same thing as us but were with a baby. We wanted to help them, so we gave them things we didn't need. The next
morning we flew five hours to New York. -Ty in retrospect, it was best just to be on the road and spend a lot of time together outside. We could live up to our expectations. In fact, often unexpected things make our family adventures the most memorable. Fortunately, on this journey, we achieved exactly
what we had hoped for: plenty of eye-opening, mind-opening moments for children, fun, adventure, love and laughter mixed. After all, it's what's turning our little family around. Next stop? Norway... Maybe in a trailer! —Yvonne —Yvonne
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